Hybrid modeling method of dust suppression efficiency for dry fog dust suppression process
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Abstract. The original mechanism model of dust suppression efficiency for dry fog dust suppression could not guide the actual process. In order to accurately predict the dust suppression efficiency in the process, a new mechanism model was established by my analysis of the process. But there were some factors that I could not establish the model. So a hybrid model combining mechanism model and support vector machine (SVM) was proposed. Using the data of dry fog dust suppression oval process, the hybrid model was simulated. The simulation results show that the hybrid model can accurately predict the dry fog dust suppression.
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1 Introduction

With the development of dry fog dust suppression system, it has become a mature and effective dust suppression technology, which is widely used to control the dust of raw materials during the loading and unloading process of ore and rock crushing, screening, transportation and other workshops. At the same time, in order to further improve the efficiency of dry fog dust suppression system, it is necessary to study the model of dry fog dust suppression process. However, due to the characteristics of dry fog dust suppression process, complex principle and many influencing factors, it is difficult to accurately predict the dry fog dust efficiency.

There is little research on the dust removal suppression of dry fog dust process at home and abroad. In 2001, Zhang Xiaoyan designed the dust suppression system, and put forward the mathematical model of the relationship between dust suppression efficiency and atomization effect [1]. In 2006, Li Weikang studied the mathematical model of charged water mist system in coal preparation plant [2].

However, the above-mentioned mechanism models of dust suppression process are all realized under certain assumptions, which leads to the low accuracy of energy consumption model of the whole production process. The hybrid model combines the mathematical model based on mechanism with the black box model based on data, which not only fully considers the physical characteristics of the process, but also uses the relevant data information. In this paper, through the mechanism analysis of dry fog dust suppression
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process, combined with support vector machine technology, a hybrid model of dust suppression efficiency in dry fog dust suppression process is established, which lays the foundation for improving the dust suppression efficiency of dry fog.

2 Mechanism model of dry fog dust suppression process

The principle part of dry fog dust suppression can be divided into two parts [3]. The first is the liquid atomization process, followed by the spray dust suppression process. The droplet atomization process is mainly broken into small particles by external force, and the particle size obtained by different crushing methods is also different. In this paper, an aerodynamic nozzle is used, which mainly uses compressed air to break the droplets, and the mechanical structure of the nozzle generates sound waves. The sound waves will further break the droplet particles, and the particle size reaches 10 microns. The process of spray dust suppression is mainly achieved by using the principle of heterogeneous nucleation and the principle of droplet catching dust. According to the principle of heterogeneous nucleation, with the continuous evaporation of water mist, the dry fog in the air will be rapidly saturated. Under certain conditions, the saturated water vapor will occur heterogeneous nucleation, that is, water vapor will gather on the surface of dust particles to form a droplet, and the droplet containing dust particles will collide with other droplets, and further increase to become "rain" landing on the ground. At the same time, according to the principle of droplet dust catching, when the dust laden airflow passes through the fog area where droplets gather, the dust particles are captured by inertial collision, interception, condensation and diffusion between dust particles and droplets. These droplets form large droplets and finally land on the ground. The two processes of heterogeneous nucleation and droplet dust collection are synchronous in dry fog dust suppression.

According to the research of Zhang Chi [4] and Qin Jun [5], the average diameter of the atomizing nozzle studied in this paper has a certain relationship with liquid pressure, gas pressure and gas-liquid pressure ratio, which can be expressed by equation (1).

\[ D = A \cdot R^3 + B \cdot R + C \]  

(1)

Where, \( R \) represents the ratio of air pressure to hydraulic pressure \( R = \frac{P_g}{P_w} \), \( P_g \) is system air pressure value, \( P_w \) is system water pressure value, and \( A, B \) and \( C \) are parameters related to the mechanical structure of atomizing nozzle.

According to the research results of Heidenreich et al. [6], it can be seen that the condensation growth rate of fine particles is very fast under the condition of certain water vapor temperature and water saturation, and the condensation growth process can be basically completed.

When the dust laden air flow encounters a droplet, it will flow around. Therefore, not all dust can contact with the droplet. Only the dust near the center line can be caught by the droplet through collision or interception. The streamline through which the dust passes can form a flow pipe with cross-section diameter of. The cross-sectional diameter of the flow tube is lower than that of the spherical droplet, so the probability of dust contacting a single droplet is the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the flow tube to the cross-sectional area of the droplet, which is expressed in letter \( E \).

\[ E = \frac{y^2}{D^2} \]  

(2)

The approximate estimate of \( E \) is as follows:
\[ E = \frac{y}{D^j} = 0.266 \ln K + 0.59 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In the equation, the dimensionless parameter \( K \) is the dimensionless inertia parameter, also known as Stokes criterion, the calculation equation is as follows:

\[ K = \frac{V \rho D^j}{9 \mu D^j} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In the equation, \( \rho \) is the density of dust particles, \( D \) is the diameter of dust particles, \( \mu \) is the dynamic viscosity of air.

Assuming that the number of dust particles per unit volume in the dust airflow is \( n \), then the dust catching rate of a single droplet is \( EnV \pi \frac{D^j}{4} \), where \( V \) is the relative velocity of dust laden air flow and droplet.

Assuming that the droplets are spherical, the number of droplets generated per unit time is \( W \) and passing through the dust collecting space is \( \frac{6W}{\pi D^j} \) at the water supply flow rate.

After a certain period of time \( t \), the number of droplets in the space is \( \frac{6W}{\pi D^j} \), assuming that the number of droplets in the space is basically the same during the whole dedusting process.

The fog flow and dust laden air flow move relative to each other at relative speed of \( V \), and the fog flow is regarded as stationary. The distance of dust laden air flow into the fog flow in time \( dt \) is \( dx \) (see Figure 1).

![Fig. 1. Sketch map of fog flow dust collection.](image)

When the dust laden air flows through the mist flow with width of \( dx \), the dust concentration decreases from \( n \) to \( n - dn \), and the rate of dust concentration reduction is also the dust catching rate of the droplet group. The calculation equation of dust concentration reduction is as follows:

\[ \frac{3EWnV_t}{2D^j} \cdot \frac{dn}{dt} = \frac{dn}{dx} \cdot \frac{dx}{dt} = \frac{dn}{dx} V \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

By integrating the equation along the length of the dust laden airflow passing through the mist flow, the reduction of dust concentration before and after the dust laden airflow passing through the fog flow with thickness of can be obtained as follows:
\[ \int_{n_1}^{n_2} \frac{dn}{n} = \int_{x_1}^{x_2} \frac{-3EW_{Lx}}{2D_x}dx \]  \hfill (6)

In the equation, \( N \) is the dust number before the dust containing gas flows through the fog flow, and \( N' \) is the dust number after the dust containing air flow passes through the fog flow.

The total dust collection efficiency of droplet group is as follows:

\[ \eta = 1 - \frac{N'}{N} = 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{3EW_{L}L}{2D_x} \right) \]  \hfill (7)

According to fluid mechanics, the flow rate of fluid \( W \) is related to pipe diameter, resistance and pressure difference between two ends as follows as follows:

\[ W = \mu_s S \left( \frac{2P\rho_w}{\rho} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \]  \hfill (8)

where, \( \mu_s \) is the flow coefficient, which is related to the shape of the valve or pipe; \( S \) is the cross-sectional area of the valve or pipeline; \( P \) is the hydraulic pressure difference in the pipeline; \( \rho \) is the liquid density.

By substituting equation (1), (3), (4) and (8) into equation (7), the mechanism model of the system can be obtained.

\[ \eta = 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{3\mu_s SLP_{Et}}{\left(2P\rho\right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \left(AP_s + BP_s + CP_s \right)} \right) \]  \hfill (9)

According to the above theoretical analysis, it is known that the model of dry fog dedusting process is related to many factors, such as the particle size of the mist flow, the particle size of the dust, the preparation time of the pre spray, the space range of the dry fog and so on.

### 3 Hybrid model of dry fog dust suppression process

In this paper, a hybrid model combining mechanism model and SVM data model is established. The hybrid model not only reduces the requirements of mechanism model, but also makes full use of the existing data information, so as to realize the accurate prediction of dust suppression efficiency in dry fog process. The structure diagram of the hybrid model is shown in Figure 2.

**Fig. 2.** Sketch map of fog flow dust collection.

Support vector machine regression (SVR) is an extension of support vector machine classification theory, which provides a new method for solving modeling problems. The linear regression estimation problem based on SVR can be transformed into the following optimization problems [7]- [8]:

\[ MATEC Web of Conferences 355, 02017 (2022) \hfill ICPCM2021 \hfill https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/202235502017 \]
\[
\begin{align*}
\min \frac{1}{2} \|w\| + C \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \xi_i^+ + \xi_i^- \right) \\
\text{s.t. } y_i \left( w \cdot x_i + b \right) \leq \xi_i^+ + \epsilon \\
(\omega \cdot x_i + b) - y_i \leq \xi_i^- + \epsilon \\
\xi_i^+, \xi_i^- \geq 0, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\end{align*}
\]  

(10)

where \( C \) is the penalty coefficient, \( \epsilon \) is the fitting accuracy, and \( \xi_i^- \) is the lower limit and \( \xi_i^+ \) is the upper limit of the relaxation variable. According to the support vector classification problem, Lagrange function is also introduced into the regression problem. Finally, the linear regression function is obtained as follows:

\[
f(x) = \sum_{i \in SV} \left( \alpha_i - \alpha_i^* \right) (x \cdot x_i) + b
\]

(11)

where \( \alpha_i, \alpha_i^* \) is the introduced Lagrange factor and \( SV \) is the set of support vectors.

In order to solve the problem of linear indivisibility, kernel function is introduced to replace the point product in SVM to realize the mapping from input space to high-dimensional space, in which linear discriminant function can be used to classify samples. The classification function is as follows:

\[
f(x) = \text{sgn} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i^* y_i K(x \cdot x_i) + b \right)
\]

(12)

There are many kernel functions commonly used. The kernel function used in this paper is Gaussian kernel function:

\[
K(x \cdot x_i) = \exp \left( -\frac{\|x - x_i\|^2}{2\sigma^2} \right)
\]

(13)

On the premise that the SVM model adopts Gaussian kernel function and the number of training samples is fixed, the generalization performance of SVM completely depends on the two parameters used in regression, namely penalty factor \( C \) and kernel function parameter \( \sigma \).

3.1 Parameter selection based on SVM hybrid model

The penalty factor in SVM model determines the degree of sample penalty for prediction error. The kernel function parameters implicitly determine the mapping function and feature space, and have an important impact on the performance of SVR. Therefore, the selection of optimal and combination becomes the key problem. In this paper, particle swarm optimization (PSO) is used to optimize the parameters of SVM.

In this paper, the actual dust suppression process in a mining area, after consulting the relevant references and materials, some relevant production parameters are selected or fitted as follows:

- \( V_r = 15 \text{ m/s} \), \( \rho = 1 \times 10^7 \text{ Kg/m}^3 \), \( D_f = 5 \mu \text{m} \), \( S = 0.008 \text{m}^2 \), \( t_s = 600 \text{s} \), \( L = 2.5 \text{m} \), \( \mu_s = 1.8 \times 10^3 \), \( \mu_s = 0.6 \), \( A = 3.13 \), \( B = -1.23 \), \( C = 24.67 \). 220 groups of effective data were collected, input as system air pressure \( P_g \) and system water pressure \( P_w \), and output as system dust suppression efficiency \( \eta \). Among them, 180 groups of data are used as training samples, and 40 groups of data are used as test samples. After training, SVM parameters are finally selected as follows: \( C_s = 28.02 \), \( \sigma = 26.35 \).
3.2 Simulation verification

The simulation results of the mechanism model and the hybrid model are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. In order to further verify that the hybrid model has better prediction performance, the results of the hybrid model proposed in this paper are compared with the simulation results of the mechanism model, as shown in Table 1.
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**Fig. 3.** Hybrid model output, mechanism model output and actual output contrast diagram.

![Image](image2)

**Fig. 4.** Hybrid model and mechanism model output error curve.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAPE(%)</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism model</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
<td>0.0141</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid model</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>0.0112</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above comparison results, it can be seen that the principle and structure of the mechanism model are correct. Due to the limitations of the mechanism model itself, the
pure mechanism model can not describe all the characteristics of the process, and the parameters of the mechanism model obtained by data identification and literature review may not be accurate, so the error of mechanism model prediction is inevitable. Compared with the mechanism model, the hybrid model has better prediction effect and can meet the needs of dust suppression process prediction.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, through the analysis of the mechanism of oil dry fog dust suppression process, the mechanism model of dust suppression efficiency of dry fog dust suppression process is established. The error that cannot be described by the mechanism model is compensated in parallel by using SVM. Finally, the hybrid model of dust suppression efficiency in dry fog dust suppression process is obtained. Through simulation and comparison, it can be seen that the hybrid model can better estimate the dust suppression process of dry fog, and has a high performance. The prediction accuracy is an important theoretical basis for improving the efficiency of dry fog dust suppression.
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